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A NEED FOR INTER-SPIRITUAL FRATERNITY 
 

Education is a lifelong process that should begin with birth and continue until the end 
of life, because this life is not a finished product but is in the process of becoming and 
acquires its significance and value only when it continuously progresses. It should become 
an occasion for incessant growth and development through learning. 

 
Formal or institutional education has its relevance in the preparatory stage of life. 

Thereafter the process of education has to continue in its non-formal mode through 
interaction with the natural and human environment by individual initiative and effort. 
Education in both these modes in the present set up of life requires the support of group 
activities and organisations. The socio-political and religious institutions have emerged in 
different communities with their own sets of values governing the life and activities to serve 
the purpose, so that they channelise the individual energies in specific direction, and relieve 
man of the obstinacy and caprices of his ego. This working brings about a sort of harmony in 
the life of communities, which in turn facilitates individual happiness and progress also. The 
different civilisations and cultures come into existence and grow through such process of 
socialisation. 

 
Each culture is having its own forte. We assume that the truth of existence only 

determines its basic conception. However, it is not the truth as such but its understanding 
that is found reflected in these cultures. This understanding by its very nature is bound to be 
partial and incomplete because of its exclusive concentration on only some of its aspects, 
while ignoring the others and usually reflecting the projections of the mind, which has its 
own limitations and conditioning. Thus, the fundamental principles vary from culture to 
culture and grow with the growth of human perception. This seems to be the reason of 
there being a variety of cultures with their conflicting ideologies and ideals.   

 
We observe that the human beings are having their own individual preferences and 

specific orientation in life that depends upon their ego. Similarly, the different cultures too 
have their own ego, which determines their manifestations. This characteristic feature of 
cultures is responsible for the mix up of their positive contribution with a variety of 
eccentricities and superficialities, which puts them on the course of collision with other 
cultures.   

 
The constituents of an individual human being are the different elements derived from 

nature, each having its distinct characteristic. His individuality is the result of integration of 
these elements in the unity and harmony of his being. This process of integration continues 
and brings in some sort of harmony with his communities, which in turn facilitates his 
growth as individual and enriches his being. This happens as man transcends the limitations 
of his ego for the good of the community and for his own good. Similarly, there arises a 
need for transcending the egos of the different cultures for their own good and for the good 
of humanity. 

 
Confrontation of different cultures upholding their varied sets of values and codes of 

conduct in spite of its apparently disastrous consequences somehow exposes the limitations 
of these cultures. Thereby it provides an opportunity for rising above their respective egos 
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and for formulation of a synthesis, which integrates and fulfils in a greater truth the good 
that is inherent in each of them. This development seems to be quite in tune with the way in 
which the humanity grows through integration of the different elements, even the 
apparently contrary elements in the harmony of a unitary organism and proceeds further 
from harmony to greater harmony. 

 
Now the stage has come in the course of human history when man has explored 

almost fully the potentialities of the various aspects of existence and exposed all the 
limitations of varied human efforts and achievements. Our knowledge is  now on the verge 
of crossing all the barriers of ignorance and our power is on its way to cross the barriers of 
incapacity. However, with all these achievements man is now on the brink of the greatest 
crisis of his life, when his existence itself is at stake. Thus, he finds himself fully frustrated 
while he is nearing the summit of great fulfilment in the several fields of his endeavour.   

 
Herein one finds an indication for a much-awaited departure in life towards something 

entirely different, something greater and more harmonious and perfect. Besides, man was 
required so far to change the course of his life under impulsion of the force of the 
circumstances. Now the conditions are fast approaching to initiate such change by his own 
will and endeavour to command his circumstances rather than continuing under their 
command.  Then, he would become master of his own life and of the life in general. Now 
the time seems to have come for consciously moving in this direction, when a new chapter 
of conscious evolution is in offing and awaits human collaboration.  

 
The increasing self-awareness defines the growth of human consciousness, in the 

course of which mind is gradually liberated and gets rid of the fixity or dogmatism in respect 
of the set of values and code of conduct, which is the faith that  characterises different 
cultures. Now the mind has to become open and free from all encumbrances, so that it 
could dispassionately appreciate and evaluate their positive contribution while transcending 
their limitations and delve deep into the mystery of existence and arrive at a synthesis 
through which the greater truth would emerge from the partial ones. This truth would 
integrate harmoniously the different elements and forces of life. Such quest for greater 
truth generates power to dissolve the divisive forces in life and unify people. It brings forth 
the fundamental truth of human existence, that we are the children of one God and are one 
in God. It is only when man realises and manifests God in his being that there would be 
lasting peace and happiness upon the earth. It would be a quest for spiritual unity, for a 
divine fraternity. 

 
The truth that we seek is the truth that saves. This is the basic and unavoidable 

requirement of life that necessitates the provision for a forum where the different faiths 
could amicably meet. They should leave aside their prejudices and differences and create a 
congenial atmosphere of mutual understanding in order to facilitate the emergence of 
Integral Culture or Integral Spirituality and thus initiate the process of real globalisation of 
life upon this earth. It would be a forum of Inter-spiritual Fraternity. Education in its true 
form being an agent of social change and progress would get congenial atmosphere for the 
success of its endeavour through its association with such forum of Inter-spiritual Fraternity.  
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